English

Distinguishing Real And Fantasy
Dear Learner,

Hello! How are you today? Are you set for a new activity? Today we shall learn about real and fanciful sentences.

Let Us Learn

Let’s Try This

Direction: Write R for real and F for fanciful ideas.

______ 1. The kite flies high on a windy day.

______ 2. The baby carabao is so small that it can easily fit in the matchbox.

______ 3. The barking of the dog frightened the poor little cat.

______ 4. Mother’s sweet song put the baby to sleep.

______ 5. The newborn baby stood up and hurriedly walked out of the hospital.

Are you done?

Check your answers now.

1. T
2. F
3. T
4. T
5. F
Do you have a computer at home?

The two boys are using the computer. It is a kind of technology that gives information. You can play with it. You can communicate with your friends through computers.

Story:

Lino was in front of the computer. Delfin saw him. Lino was playing with something in the computer. Delfin asked, “What are you doing, Lino?”

“I’m playing a game with my friend from United States of America,” answered Lino.

Did you did find the story believable? There are events in the story which do not sound like they could really happen.

It is called fantasy.

A fantasy tells something that is impossible to happen in real life. They are not true.

If the situation tells something that can happen in real life, it is real.

Stories that deal with real events, people or subjects deal with reality.
Let’s Do This

Directions: Color all the pictures that show fantasy and check those that are real.

A.         D .
B.         E .
C.        F .

Pictures A, B, C and E are impossible to happen.

What do you call them?

They are called fantasy.
Pictures D and F are likely to happen. They happen in real life.

What do you call them?

They are called reality.

Let’s Do This Again

Which of the sentences are real? Check (✓) them.
Which are fantasy? put a cross (✗) on the answer lines.

1. ______ The octopus lives in the sea.
2. ______ The octopus swims.
3. ______ The octopus also lives on land.
4. ______ Dogs bark.
5. ______ Dogs dance.
6. ______ Dogs sing.
7. ______ The crocodile has thick skin.
8. ______ The crocodile has hair.
9. ______ The crocodile has pointed teeth.
10. ______ Mice eat cheese.
11. ______ Mice wear clothes.
12. ______ Mice go to the parlor.
13. ______ The little cat drinks milk from the bowl.
14. ______ The little cat put on make-up.
15. ______ The little cat says, “Meow, meow, meow.”

Are you done?

Check your answers against the “Check Yourself.”
If you get 10 to 15 correct answers, you do the activity in “Test Yourself”.
If you get below 10 correct answers, you do the next activity.

Let’s Test Your Skills

Read the sentences. Write reality or fantasy in the blanks.

_______ 1. Mika kisses her mother before she leaves for school.
_______ 2. The horse flies up to the sky to save the little birds.
_______ 3. The lion shouts at the mouse.
_______ 4. It is fun to have a picnic in the beach.
_______ 5. A tree is a living thing.

Are you done?

Please check your answer against the “Check Yourself”.

Let’s Think It Over

What is fantasy?
What is reality?

Remember:
Stories that deal with real persons and events are reality.

Stories that are imaginary or unlikely to happen are fantasy.
This time you are now ready for the final test.

**Test Yourself**

Write R for reality and F for fantasy in every sentence.

_____ 1. The children watch the horses pass by.

_____ 2. The giants threw ball of chocolate.

_____ 3. Two elves joined Ana on the table.

_____ 4. Jame’s Mother called her to eat dinner.

_____ 5. People go to the park to relax.

Are you done?

Please check your answers against the “Check Yourself”.

What’s your score?

Place it here.

Congratulations! You’ve done a good job. You deserve a ribbon for a job well done.
Let's Do This Again

1. √  9. √
2. √  10. √
3. x  11. x
4. √  12. x
5. x  13. √
6. x  14. x
7. √  15. √
8. x

Let's Test Your Skill

1. Reality
2. Fantasy
3. Fantasy
4. Reality
5. Reality

Test Yourself

1. R
2. F
3. F
4. R
5. R